
SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Touchless Identity, 
Seamless Access
Delivering a touchless access experience
that makes the new workplace secure,
healthy and convenient.
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SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Safetrust is the leading provider of virtual credential solutions for
Enterprise, Commercial Real Estate, Education and Government
Buildings. Powering connected workplaces around the globe, Safetrust
gives employees, members and tenants frictionless access through
secured doors, elevators, turnstiles and more using their smartphone or
wearable, eliminating the need for PIN codes, passwords and traditional
ID cards which are easily lost, forgotten or compromised. 
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OVERVIEW

Migrate to a mobile access environment with
Safetrust by leveraging your existing legacy
infrastructure for the fastest deployment of
Bluetooth Mobile Access on the market. With
Safetrust, organizations are reducing the costs of
traditional card deployment, creating seamless
hands-free access experiences from lobby to desk,
and providing additional information that allows
organizations to better manage their Resources,
Assets and People.
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Simple, Secure, 
Affordable Migration
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YOUR DIGITAL IDENTITY

Seamless Access, 
Your Way

The Safetrust Wallet holds your secure virtual
identity, providing touchless access to your
premises, resources, and more. Create a
hands-free workplace that eliminates
community touch points and legacy card
vulnerabilities, improves business resource
intelligence and protects employees and
visitors with contract tracing technology.
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SOLUTION VERTICALS
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Build Smarter, 
Safer Spaces

Enterprise Commercial Real Estate Government Education

Create a hands-free workplace that
eliminates community touch points and
legacy card vulnerabilities, improves
business resource intelligence and
protects employees and visitors with
contract tracing technology.

The fastest and most reliable
touchless access experience from
lobby to desk, simplifying cross-
tenant access management, securing
facilities and improving building
resource intelligence.

Provide federal employees and
contractors with frictionless access to
secured areas and resources. Simplify
card issuance and management with
secure OTA credentials, eliminating lost
card vulnerabilities and enabling
historical presence and proximity
records of your staff.

Give students and faculty an intuitive,
touchless access experience or campus
building access, cafeterias, secure
printing, student amenities, and 
much more.
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APPLICATIONS

Seamless authentication to
your premises and
resources
Safetrust’s hardware solutions upgrade your
existing access points for touchless access
within minutes. 

Extend and repurpose your legacy
readers for touchless access

Continue to support all existing card types

Eliminate the cost and time
associated with rip-and-replace

Offices Turnstiles

Elevators Visitor Check In

Meeting Rooms Parking Garages
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What Makes Safetrust Different?
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Upgrade your existing legacy readers
for touchless access while continuing to
support all existing card types. No need
to rip out or replace anything, ever.

Retrofit, rather than replace

One simple app that’s easy to deploy
and intuitive to use, Safetrust makes it
easy to unlock a touchless workplace
experience. Plus, roll-out incrementally
as resources allow.

Reduce deployment time 

Reduce the costs associated with
onboarding and credential lifecycle
management with one streamlined
platform. Over-the-air permissions at the
click of a button. It’s that simple.

Time and cost efficiency

No more tailgating. No lost access cards.
Your access identity and information
goes through layers of encryption to
ensure your data remains safe and
secure, with non-credentialed individuals
identified in real time.

Strengthen building security

Create a safe, hygienic workplace that
instills confidence in employees,
tenants, and visitors by limiting access
to specific areas when too many people
are in one space.

Control spaces remotely

Utilize contact tracing technology and
proximity records for all people
entering your organization to
confidently find and contain
outbreaks before they escalate.

Proximity monitoring
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SAFETRUST WALLET

Streamline 
Security and 
Efficiency 

Safetrust Mobile Access is the modern, secure
way to give employees, tenants and visitors
uninterrupted access, wherever they need it.

Consolidate into a single, secure identity

Strengthen building security

Fast, simple deployment
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Configurable range utilization and optional
additional controls for credentials based on
the time of day, date, geographic location
and biometric 2FA.



CREDENTIAL MANAGER

Strengthen Security,
Simplify Management

Safetrust Credential Manager supports an
unlimited number of users, roles, groups, doors
and sites from one centralized dashboard.

Unlimited users, doors, buildings, or sites

Safetrust Credential Manager provides users with an all-in-one solution for managing their
organization.  Support an unlimited number of users, roles, groups, doors and sites from one
centralized dashboard and gain valuable business intelligence from Safetrust connected
sensors.

Safetrust lets you control and manage access on
any browser, tablet, or phone from anywhere in
the world.

Manage access from any device, anywhere

Better understand and optimize the
utilization of resources and assets whilst
improving business intelligence with event-
based analytics.

Actionable insights in real-time
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Optionally manage your users through your
existing access control system by utilizing
Safetrust APIs or licensing a contractor to do it
for you.

Use your existing PACS
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Safetrust’s products are designed to comply with
privacy laws in every jurisdiction in which they
operate, including the California Consumer Privacy
Act,  European General Data Protection regulations
and the Australian Government’s Privacy Act.

Safetrust’s products are regularly assessed for
vulnerabilities by an industry-leading third-party,
providing penetration testing and attack simulations.
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SECURITY & PRIVACY

Protecting you and
your data is
paramount.

Currently undergoing a NIST 800-171 cyber
security assessment.



HARDWARE

Built to fit 
your needs 

Key Benefits

Safetrust's retrofit approach allows you to
maintain your prior investment and extend the
ROI on your readers by upgrading and future-
proofing instead of replacing.

Don’t Replace — Just Retrofit

Don’t deploy a deadend again. Safetrust is
scalable, remotely upgradeable and leverages
industry standards for interoperability.

Future-proofed

Distribute firmware updates over secure WiFi,
direct to all installed readers from Safetrust's
cloud app, Credential Manager.

Remote Management
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Sensors

Industry’s first third-party upgrade
for HID® iCLASS SE® and
multiCLASS SE® readers.

SABRE MODULE

Sits between the control panel
and the reader to enable
touchless access.

SABRE INLINE

Provides mobility for parking
garages, remote buildings and
single door offices.

SABRE RELAY 

Small form reader enabling
mobile desktop logon, secure
print and more.

SABRE USB
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The most advanced integrated
reader and network-enabled
sensor on the market today.

IoT Sensor
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Safetrust Inside

Intelligent Standalone Lock with
embedded Safetrust technology. 

BSI Lock

Cobalt Security Robot with
embedded Safetrust technology.

Cobalt Robot
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Suitable for: Doors not connected
to a PACs 

Suitable for: Building security,
visitor check-in

Multi-technology reader/writer with
embedded Safetrust technology,
supporting 125kHz/134.2 kHz and
13.56 MHz contactless
technologies, including NFC.

TWN4 Palon Compact Panel

Suitable for: Multi-door offices

WAVE ID Mobile Reader combines a
dual-frequency programmable
credential reader with embedded
Safetrust technology.   

RFIDeas Reader

Suitable for: Follow-me-print
services
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RETURN ON INVESTMENT

Large Enterprise
Case Study

Safetrust customers experience a positive
impact with rapid ROI. Independent analysis
proves we are cost competitive whether
comparing us to your existing card program, a
new card program, or industry incumbents.

8500

100,000+

Access Points

Users
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Enterprise
Industry

55%
Faster Deployment 26 Months

Against Existing
Card Program

Cost Neutral in46%
Less Expensive over

5 Years

Against New
Card Project

50%
Less Expensive over

5 Years



4350 Starboard Dr,
Fremont, CA 94538, USA
Local: +1 510 497-0799
General: sales@safetrust.com

NORTH AMERICA HQ

Unit 4, 31-37 Townshend St Phillip,
ACT 2606, Australia
Local: +61 (0)2 6100 3034
General: sales@safetrust.com

APAC HQ

To learn more, 
visit 
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